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The Spiral Castle
The spiral castle is the main motive in Michael Swanwick‘s books
„The Daughter of the Iron Dragon“ and „The Dragons of Babel“.
These novels describe the miraculous social construct of a spiral of
lie, which is at the center of society. Speaking in gangster‘s
language, the dragon Melanchton must exceed the speed of light in
order to see it and to attack it. Those who can see it, go insane.
No one less than the mighty war machine in the shape of a Dragon
is moving out to destroy it. In Swanwick‘s tale, however, the
Goddess of the tower is so strong, that even the deadliest magical
machine of destruction, the dragon, is squashed like an insect in
the attempt to disturb its workings. Maybe a warning against
youngsters trying their luck? It is not possible to see the spiral
castle as it has no tangible institutions. Even the most intelligent
people are likely to deny its existence and live blatantly ignorant in
the rooms of it.
The following depictions show that the spiral castle is well alive in
the social conscience and that the tower of Bable is nothing else
than the spiral castle.

The spiral castle is very real, however. Ancient cultures attempted to communicate
about how society works in a figurative way. The spiral of the lie, the snake, is
sayed to be a source of wisdom and great strength. Who understands the snake,
will have advantage over straight people.
The Caduceus is not really a medical symbol. It shows how two manipulators and
obsessive liers spin up to the power of effective gods. The ball on the tip of the
pole is the light. The lies become greater and greater in order to cancel each
other out. While tricking others, the liars learn more and more actual truth about
the world, which they keep to themselves for strategic advantage.

The Gods
Every society has a living God. A living God holds all the power of
society. This God is driven by greed and desire for the absolute
power over everybody. Everything is false about this God and he is
inventing every possible lie to keep him at power. Men of lesser
power cannot but play the game, even if they recognize it. They
add a piece of lie to the story making the lie even bigger. By adding
a lesser lie to a bigger lie, they stay aloft other men of even lesser
power and so on.
The structure serves the only purpose to satisfy greed and primitive
desires of the leaders. The lies concentrate wealth and capture free
humans. The liar must find ways to attract people and to trick
resources away from them in a regular manner. For this purpose
the criminal boss invents symbols, stories and finds shiny gadgets
to attract people. People, who he attracts, are trained to threaten
other people and to force them into collective. After hundreds of
years of rule of such tricksters, the machine of depriving people
has grown into a formidable civilization with machinery, language,
symbols, science, technology, architecture, etc. That is the reason
why the masters of the spiral castle call themselves Gods. They
have tried to destroy, to steal and to abuse in all their greed and
yet they seem to have created everything possibly good.

The Jail World
The lowest unit of society is spilled over with lies just about
everything in this game for power. This results in a totally flawed
understanding of the world we live in. Modern man is no exception
to mankind living in the past. A careful look at the discrepancy of
scientific and technological achievement and the actual standard
of life shows remarkable signs of life in a virtual world. Even
scientists believe in totally unplausible theories and theories with
obious flaws are not being fixed for decades out of why? Fixing
lies made for tricking money out of people will never get fixed.
This virtual world is an invisible jail. It looks like an open landscape
but in truth it works against everybody who wants to escape into
freedom and to stop the feeding of the greedy masters. Do you
remember the „Truman Show“. This is our cruel reality.

Ancient people have created imagery to explain the state of
mankind living in the spiraling tower.

It is not the stupidity of the people but the dramatic lack of integrity
of all leadership that creates mind boggling misconceptions of the
world. This mafia is responsible for pushing flat earth, hollow earth
and what else ideas. Recently, a super computer named D-Wave
(Deamon) was running at -3 Kelvin and particles were found to
travel faster than light. In gangster‘s speak these are signs that this
is tricksters‘ work. The corruption of science is a show of force of
the underworld. It can and will corrupt everything in the strive for
power.
The result of any misconception is that only central powers have
the ability to make anything work. Everybody else has to pay and
starve. This is a diabolic, a truly satanic motive. These groups adore
Satan (Saturn), the symbol of aggressive materialism.
A nice side-effect of an absolute misconception at all levels of
knowledge is that higher ranking people can quickly detect if
somebody is starting to understand the scum. If somebody shows
signs of own thinking, he must be either captured as a loyal
servant or must be destroyed. Who is willing to take the bargain
makes a deal with the devil himself. Everything from now on will be
a lie to a lie to a lie but it will produce money, money and more
money.

